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untitled, 2019, iPad drawing / pigmentprint, 225x150 cm

Doubles, 10 Leipziger Künstlerpaare (with Zora Berweger), Kunsthalle der Sparkasse Leipzig, 2019



untitled

2019

iPad drawing / pigment print

225 x 150 cm





untitled

2019

iPad drawing / pigment print

225 x 150 cm



Nomadic Walk (with Zora Berweger), DuflonRacz Brussels, 2018



Zone, 2018, oil on paper, 260 x 320 cm

Nomadic Walk (with Zora Berweger), DuflonRacz Brussels, 2018



Schaum

2018

oil on paper

90 x 75 cm



Hertz

2018

oil on paper

30 x 25 cm

private collection



Pol

2017

oil on paper

90 x 75 cm



closer, Futur II, Vienna, 2018



closer, Futur II, Vienna, 2018



closer, Futur II, Vienna, 2018



System 

2017

oil on paper

35 x 42 cm



Paar, 2017, oil on paper, 140 x 175 cm, private collection

de.stabil, Leipziger Jahresausstellung, Werkschauhalle Baumwollspinnerei Leipzig, 2017





Wasser

2016

digital pigment print

and oil on paper

65 x 50 cm

private collection



Element, 2016, oil on paper, 195 x 245 cm, Sammlung Kunstmuseum Thun

Through a Glass, Clearly, G2 Kunsthalle Leipzig, 2016







Konstellation, 2015, oil on paper, 35 x 42 cm

Through a Glass, Clearly, G2 Kunsthalle Leipzig, 2016



Kollision, 2015, oil on paper, 125 x 100 cm, art collection Canton Bern

Through a Glass, Clearly, G2 Kunsthalle Leipzig, 2016





Zentren, 2012 –16, oil on paper, 25 x 22 cm, Hildebrand collection Leipzig

Through a Glass, Clearly, G2 Kunsthalle Leipzig, 2016



Core Information, Parrotta Contemporary Art Stuttgart



untitled

2015

digital pigmentprint

and oil on paper

65 x 50 cm 

private collection



untitled (Echo)

2015

oil on paper

100 x 75 cm

collection Schweizerische Post



untitled (Wärme), 2015, oil on paper, 65 x 50 cm

Core Information, Parrotta Contemporary Art Stuttgart



Core Information, Parrotta Contemporary Art Stuttgart





Core Information, Parrotta Contemporary Art Stuttgart



untitled (fom the work »Membran«)

2015

wax-charcoal on paper

42 x 29,7 cm



untitled (fom the work »Membran«)

2015

wax-charcoal and oil on paper

42 x 29,7 cm



untitled (fom the work »Membran«)

2015

wax-charcoal and oil on paper

42 x 29,7 cm



r. : Grund, 2015, oil on paper, 125 x 100 cm

Core Information, Parrotta Contemporary Art Stuttgart





about the exhibition
»Core Information«
Steven Black

Stefan Guggisberg produces images filled with objects: stones, water, 
vessels, humans, storms, whirls, eddies, explosions and fog. These figu-
rative elements have not been transferred onto paper from observation 
or imagination, but rather extracted from abstract accumulations of oil 
paint.
In the successive phases of this production process it is possible to see 
analogies to the way physical reality generally is built up. In Kollision, 
paint applied with a palette knife generated marble-like veins. The surface 
was then worked on with an erasing machine, exposing the white paper 
in a point structure to bring about the coarse, grainy optical and tactile 
properties of raw stone, serving as a kind of prima materia or at least 
working material. The irregularities arising from the series of erasu-
res come to dictate the spatial extension of the stone, which is further 
brought out by further removal and application of paint, resulting in 
rhythmical series of edges, fissures, bulges and whirls, as well as modu-
lations of light and shadow. The “collision” referred to in the title is the 
incursion into this geological space of an event from another space, a 
blue crystalline explosion, centring on a section of opaque paint in hard-
edged relief on the paper like a mosaic stone. This lapis lazuli from one 
of those parallel universes is seen by SG as belonging to geometry, an 
elemental Platonic form like those in the Timaeus, presumably an icosa-
hedron. It is in process of coming into being or disappearing, or emerges 
only partially into visibility, like an incomplete video image, surrounded 
by larger circles or spheres in reddish ochre constituted of a softer mate-
rial and radiating as splinters under the pressure of an explosion from 
out of the icosahedron, sprinkling over the stone underneath or grown 
into it. The miniature icosahedron event – which, by drawing into itself 
the energy from the whole space, brings André Bretons notion of the 

explosante-fixe to mind – could be a cosmic, a subatomic or (SGs prefer-
red interpretation) a purely ideational one: forces, effects, principles or 
even formulae made visible.
This way of working has a tradition. Leonardo da Vinci noted that by 
looking at an old wall, stones or veined marble attentively you can see an 
infinite array of objects. Max Ernst took up this suggestion systematically 
and in numerous variations. When Jean Arp dropped bits of paper and 
affixed them where they landed, and when John Cage used stellar atlases 
or the I Ching to produce series of notes, it is also part of this same broad 
continuum. What seems to be chance is merely a means of capturing 
and concentrating the real, nature, whose effects are allowed to unfold 
by obeying the suggestions of an autonomous external process – in the 
case of Stefan Guggisberg, it is a discipline of attentiveness to the precise 
shapes of phenomena striving to come out of the wall.



Trough Membranes, Hauser Gallery Zürich



ohne Titel (Akt)

2013

oil on paper

42 x 32 cm 

private collection



ohne Titel (Rad)

2014

oil on paper

30 x 25 cm

art collection city of Zurich



Alabama, Sir Leipzig



Alabama, Sir Leipzig



untitled (Feld)

2014

oil on paper

42 x 52 cm

collection Kunstmuseum Thun



untitled (Position)

2014

oil on paper

30 x 37 cm

private collection



Beginn, 2013, oil on paper, 250 x 203 cm, collection Kunstmuseum Bern 

Aeschlimann Corti Stipendium, Kunstmuseum Bern





from the work »Entfernung zur Sonne«, 2012 – 2013, oil on paper, 25 x 22 – 50 x 40 cm 

Aeschlimann Corti Stipendium, Kunstmuseum Bern



Aeschlimann Corti Stipendium, Kunstmuseum Bern, 2013

untitled (Form), 2013, oil on paper, 50 x 40 cm, private collection



untitled (Hall)

2013

oil on paper

30 x 22 cm

private collection



untitled (Anziehung)

2014

oil on paper

30 x 25 cm

private collection 



untitled (Chor)

2012

oil on paper

50 x 40 cm

private collection 



untitled (Anwesenheit)

2012

oil on paper

25 x 22 cm

private collection 



untitled (Empfang)

2011

oil on paper

35 x 30 cm

art collection city of Biel 



untitled (Stab)

2013

oil on paper

30 x 25 cm

private collection  



untitled (Trommel)

2012

oil on paper

35 x 42 cm

collection Kunstmuseum Bern



Untitled ( Immanence )
Notes on the Paintings of Stefan Guggisberg
Marc Ries

 1
It is true for many contemporary paintings that the significance of what 
there is to see must be considered as equal to the aspect of how the 
picture was created. The modality of creation, the knowledge of it, is 
what guides the spectator. Without this knowledge of the creation of the 
painting, the act of seeing is insufficient; it does not know what it sees. If 
it does have that knowledge, however, the picture itself begins to change 
its expression. It is important to acknowledge that these paintings do not 
convey themselves through their iconic-narrative elements.The paintings 
of Stefan Guggisberg radicalise the question of the source of the images. 
Where do these images come from, or, to begin with, what are the objects 
that are depicted in these pictures, where do they come from? The pictu-
res lead us back to the question of the relation of copy and “ Urbild” ( the 
original image ), of representation and what is represented. While many of 
the things shown in these pictures are there, these things do exist inside 
the painting perhaps only as parts of images, as part of the image planes 
from which they emerge. Perhaps the surprise and hesitance we feel 
on looking at these paintings is caused by those figurations that seem 
familiar, yet whose actual point of reference or notion of an original form 
cannot be fathomed.

2 
Every creation of an image in the visual arts seems to be a representa-
tion, a representation of a model image or, in a platonic sense, an Urbild. 
Each picture poses anew each time the question of its relationship to 
that which it translates into the visual format. This first image, the refe-
rence, the Urbild – in other words the beginning – can only be concei-
ved as something previously defined, a thing that is perfect, without 
difference, whole. Otherwise it would be no Urbild or something that 

can be represented and thus depicted as such. In fact, every represen-
tation requires that which is to be represented to be already presenta-
ble, meaning that it fits the expectations of what presentability – in the 
present time – means. We know of what is to come only via the media of 
the here and now. Therefore all representations are required to be more 
than mere agents of the “creation of an image of God ”. In opposition to 
the negation of images in the Old Testament the works of the visual arts 
gain legitimacy through the visible appearance of God. Pictures are the 
only way to make the Urbild tangible and perceptible and therefore they 
also have determinative authority over it. “For strictly speaking, it is only 
through the picture ( Bild ) that the original ( Urbild ) becomes the original 
( Ur-bild: also, ur-picture ) – e.g., it is only by being pictured that a lands-
cape becomes picturesque.” ( Gadamer )
But what if the original image were not defined, if even the idea of it were 
no longer relevant? If there were only forces instead of original images, 
only material or creative intensities, that come before every form? And 
which perpetually reinvent those first images? 

3
Ohne Titel ( Trommel ) [ Untitled ( Drum ) ], oil on paper, 35  42  cm, 2012. Why 
this refusal to name a title, only to pronounce it still, even if in brackets? 
The conveying noun selects one element from the whole of the painting, 
the drum, yet there is much more to see. It is almost as if the twofold title 
affirms the aesthetic difference between presentation and what is presen-
ted in a highly ironic way: the presentation alone is supposed to matter, 
and yet that which is shown – in understanding – may, of course, not be 
relinquished. It seems to be important to provide a note indicating the 
direction of the gaze, in brackets, in a modest way, little more than a hint. 
And here the hesitance continues: is what we see really a drum? Or does 
the hint rather give shape to an indistinct, open form? The ambivalent 
title is followed by the information: “oil on paper”. Oil on paper, a rather 
unusual choice, no canvas made for painting, but an image carrier that 
is commonly used for writing and drawing, for prints and photographs. 
The painting titled Ohne Titel ( Form ) [ Untitled ( Shape ) ] clearly shows that 



Stefan Guggisberg intends an authoritative de-composition for the whole 
picture plane, that he employs a special technique with strong resolve. 
There is no subjection to determined forms; rather, shapes are intended 
to appear again as new forms, to take form and compose themselves 
during the work process, in the creation of the painting.

 4
There can be no titles for these kinds of paintings, as they work in 
reverse. There is paper. Onto this, various layers of paint are applied – 
indifferent, with no figurative intention. Far from being a mere prime, 
these layers of paint create a matter, a substance; oils, which are laye-
red and sedimented as an autological medium for painting, create an 
independent body of paint as a mode, as a possible way of autonomous 
existence. The matter of paint, the nature of paint is considered as 
something common, undifferentiated, as a complex thing in itself. Each 
singular body of paint is able to have affective consequences by itself 
and to stir ideas by way of affect inside the painter. In this way, shapes 
and figurations are developed in a “matrix of possibilities” created by the 
matter through an intuitive and presuming questioning of the painter: by 
subtracting – an erasure – the material, by rearranging or condensing. 
Shapes can have highly varied, individual characteristics, they are genu-
ine singular objects. The fundamental act in creation is that of stripping 
away, of erasing, of liberating, and not that of drawing and recording 
from an outside position ( there are no model sketches ) or of addition. It is 
necessary to introduce differentiations and concretions. Shapes acciden-
tally emerge from many others; carved out of the fabric, unfolding, they 
have similarities with shapes known to us. It seems as if the zone from 
which these paintings emerge is engaged in a certain exchange with the 
world in which we live, but which can never be occupied by us.
It does not matter whether these figures  /  figurations refer to something 
that came before. What matters is that they are, in a general sense, a 
direct outflow of the picture, of the image carrier, while at the same time 
they are an outflow of the painter’s work in the creation of an image. 
Strictly speaking, this implies an inverse emanation. In the neo-platonic 

tradition the variety and diversity of bodies stems from the intelligi-
ble beginning, the nous. In this case, however, the matter of paint on 
the carrier – although already inscribed with meaning – is provoked to 
an emanation by the process of painterly work – erasing, rearranging, 
liberating – to a channeling of unique, heteronomous figures. Or: out of 
the affection caused inherently by the layers of paint and their ( gestalt ) 
ideas, shapes, landscapes and interiors begin to coalesce as they pass 
through the painter, claiming an existence of their own. This concurs with 
the notion, “ that what emanates is an overflow. […] if the original One is 
not diminished by the outflow of the many from it, this means that being 
increases.” ( Gadamer ) The world created from the emanation of the 
images is one of increased strangeness, interleaved with the familiar. It 
lives inside hints.

5
To only hint at things, wanting them to not have a definite meaning. 
Many things remain vague. Similarities may be assumed, yet what is 
visible remains ambivalent. It could also be something else. As if this 
technique were inept or not intended to produce clarity in the assessment 
of what it issues forth. As if what is shown would have to be characte-
rised by an entirely fundamental inconclusiveness, an uncertainty, an 
incompleteness. The preference of the implied over the explicit might 
reveal a certain distance to the ( original ) image’s purpose of conveying 
meaning. It is, however, also an expression of a renouncement to present 
a copy at all. In this method, the dissolution of unambiguous identities is 
accompanied by an increase in the variability, the variety, and also in the 
strangeness of what is shown. The variable, the changeable reinforces 
the provisional, strengthens the ambivalence. Following simple identifi-
cation, e. g. of spatial structures or objects, a mattress, a chair or a jug…, 
the gaze quickly becomes lost in the indefiniteness of amorphous figures, 
curious hybrids and ambiguous objects. Most things that can be seen 
within the frame do not represent exactly the same things beyond the 
frame. But they represent, if you will, the material, the cause from which 
and from where they begun to take shape – they represent the process of 



removal, unfolding, in which the exposition advances. Even if these indi-
vidual things do not exist outside of the picture, i. e. beyond the tension 
between the singular matter of paint and the intuitive interventions of 
painting, they are still contained inside the Other of the picture in such a 
way that they can be understood from this position, as way to justify their 
existence.
The vague notion which guides the process in the moment of elaboration 
likewise requires supposition on the side of observation – in a certain 
way. So that in a certain way both aspects strive to indicate a meaning, an 
always provisional, blurry meaning, a meaning slightly shifted according 
to the situation of observation, based on what is made visible and what 
we see.

6
Some paintings have the appeal of old photographs, calotypes or albu-
min prints. In a beautiful essay Michel Foucault described the gliding 
movements of pictures “between device and easel, between canvas, 
plate and – exposed ( impressionné ) or printed ( imprimé ) – paper” in the 
years between 1860 and 1880. “ Love was directed less at paintings and 
the light-sensitive plates than at the images themselves, their journey 
and their reversal, their guise, their veiled difference.” These delightful 
games between photography and painting stand in a peculiar contrast to 
William Henry Fox Talbot’s allegorisation of his “photogenic” technique 
as a “pencil of nature”. The camera makes it possible for the natural 
forms to draw their own portraits via the reflections of the light; it is the 
flawlessly exposed outside shapes of things that helped to increase the 
acceptance of photography. The art of drawing is thus declared as the 
highest – even if automated – technique for creating copies of the world, 
as the pinnacle for presenting the original forms. In consideration of the 
“material character of a picture” Talbot acknowledges that light, “where 
it exists, can exert an action, and, in certain circumstances, does exert 
one sufficient to cause changes in material bodies. Suppose, then, such 
an action could be exerted on the paper; and suppose the paper could be 
visibly changed by it. In that case surely some effect must result having a 

general resemblance to the cause which produced it: so that the variega-
ted scene of light and shade might leave its image or impression behind, 
stronger and weaker on different parts of the paper…” Thus the thing a 
photographic image makes a statement about is first and foremost light 
itself, its very cause and effect – and less a visual redrawing of things.
Perhaps this peculiar analogy of cause and effect could also be a state-
ment about the method of painting used by Stefan Guggisberg. That 
which we see is the life of a body of paint, whose affections on the painter 
have become ideas, that make figures appear as contemporary and let us 
conceive of them as such, while their affects lead us back to that which is 
the “cause of itself”. And yet perhaps it is simply like this: that it is easier 
for me to find the picture behind the picture using this approach.

This text contains references to: Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, London: Continuum, 

1975 /1989; Benedictus de Spinoza; Daniel Drake Smith: The Ethics of Benedict de Spinoza: Demons-

trated after the Methods of Geometers, and Divided into Five Parts, Whitefish, MT: Kessinger, 2010 

( engl. orig. New York: D. van Nostrand, 1876 )  ( Orig. 1678 ); Michel Foucault, „Die photogene Malerei 

( Präsentation )“, in: M. Foucault, Dits et Écrits. Schrif ten in vier Bänden, Vol. 2: 1970 –1975. Frankfurt a. 

M.: Suhrkamp, 2002, pp. 871– 882 ( citations in the text translated by Gunnar Wendel  ). William Henry 

Fox Talbot, The Pencil of Nature, New York: Hans P. Kraus, 1989 (orig. 1844).



Why Gray, Werkschau / Halle12, Leipzig, 2013



Why Gray, Werkschau / Halle12, Leipzig, 2013



Why Gray, Werkschau / Halle12, Leipzig, 2013



untitled

(from the drawing books)

2013

coloured pencil and ballpoint pen on paper

22 x 35 cm 



untitled

(from the drawing books)

2010

coloured pencil and ballpoint pen on paper

22 x 35 cm 



untitled

(from the drawing books)

2006

ballpoint pen on paper

22 x 35 cm 



untitled

(from the drawing books)

2013

pencil on paper

22 x 35 cm 



HGB Galerie Leipzig 2012



HGB Galerie Leipzig 2012
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HGB Galerie Leipzig 2012



Figur 2

2011

drypoint

40 x 35 cm



#5 (Haiku) and #1 (Haiku), 2012, beeswax, glass, copper, oil, pastels and inkjet, (collaboration with Zora Berweger)

Cantonale Berne Jura, Kunstmuseum Thun, 2012



Landung der Venus, 2011, oil on paper, 25 x 22 cm, private collection

Weihnachtsaustellung, Kunsthalle Bern, 2011



untitled (Dialog)

2011

oil on paper

16 x 19 cm

private collection 



untitled

2007

oil on paper

50 x 40 cm

private collection



untitled (Übernahme), 2010, oil on paper, 215 x 170 cm, collection Sparkasse Leipzig

Tafeldienst, Kunsthalle der Sparkasse Leipzig, 2012





Hofstettenstrasse 2010, Kunstmuseum Thun, 2010



untitled (Ebbe)

2009

oil on paper

215 x 170 cm

art collection Canton Bern



untitled (Mäntel)

2008

oil on paper

215 x 170 cm

private collection



untitled

2007

oil on paper

250 x 200 cm

collection Kunstmuseum Thun



untitled

2006

oil on paper

125 x 100 cm

collection Kunstmuseum Thun



untitled

2008

oil on paper

200 x 150 cm



untitled

2006

oil on paper

200 x 150 cm

collection Kunstmuseum Thun



untitled

2005

gouache on paper

200 x 150 cm



untitled

2004

gouache on paper

100 x 70 cm

private collection



untitled

2004

gouache on paper

100 x 70 cm

private collection
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